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1. Seat the RAPID appliance on the Smileloc model to ensure it rests passively 
on the Carrier Guide pegs and the rectangle supports on the model. 

2. Remove any acrylic material from RAPID appliance pick-up to ensure 
proper seating. If the RAPID is held up, the conversion will be off, so 
find the area of resin and adjust with a bur until full seat.

3. Attach the Smileloc 
analogs to the RAPID 
appliance using the 
provided screws.

4. Seat the RAPID appliance 
on the Smileloc model 
to ensure the Smileloc 
analogs are not touching 
any part of the model. 

5. Adjust the Smileloc model 
as needed. The Smileloc 
analogs must be passive 
in each model hole.

6. Angle the teeth pointing 
out (not down or up) and 
use Stellar DC acrylic 
to attach the analogs to 
the Smileloc model. 

7. Use a light to cure 
the acrylic material 
around each analog 
(~20 seconds). 

8. Unscrew the RAPID 
appliance from the 
master cast.

9. Block out the temp cylinders with PVS medium body material to prevent acrylic from 
entering. Do not allow PVS to enter the inside of the coping. It is just a blockout.

10. Ensure that the temp 
cylinders fit into the 
holes on the prosthetic.

Smileloc Conversion Steps

Continued on reverse side >

11. Attach the Smilelocs 
to the abutments with 
finger pressure.
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14. Partially fill the wells 
on the prosthetic with 
Stellar DC Acrylic.  

15. Leave the prosthetic on 
the bench with wells 
facing up. Place the 
Smileloc model down to 
the prosthetic, engaging 
the Carrier Guide pegs, 
then press firmly. 

16. Lift the prosthetic and keep the teeth facing down, and insert the 
Stellar tip into each lingual port and inject material until you see 
the material filling up over the lingual of the prosthetic. 

17. Light cure the Stellar 
while securing the 
prosthetic to the model. 

18. Use the Smile Key to 
unlock the Smilelocs 
to free the prosthetic. 

19. Fill in the carrier guide 
holes on the prosthetic 
using Stellar. 

20. Apply Stellar as 
needed around the 
copings to fill voids 
and finish as desired. 

21. Place the Smilelocs 
on the abutments in 
the patient’s mouth, 
turning with a perio-
probe to ensure they 
are locked down.

22. Seat the prosthetic 
on the Smilelocs, 
making sure to listen 
for the ‘click’ when 
pressing down.

23. Equilibrate. 

Smileloc Conversion Steps

To learn more, please visit  
www.roedentallab.com/smileloc

12. Spin each Smileloc 
with perio-probe 
to ensure they are 
locked down. If they 
spin, they are down.

13. Attach the temp 
cylinders onto the 
Smilelocs, making 
sure you hear a ‘click’ 
when pressing down.  


